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Abstract To understand the processes of growth and biomass production in plants,
we ultimately need to elucidate the structure of the underlying regulatory networks
at the molecular level. The advent of high-throughput postgenomic technologies has
spurred substantial interest in reverse engineering these networks from data, and several
techniques from machine learning and multivariate statistics have recently been proposed. The present article discusses the problem of inferring gene regulatory networks
from gene expression time series, and we focus our exposition on the methodology of
Bayesian networks. We describe dynamic Bayesian networks and explain their advantages over other statistical methods. We introduce a novel information sharing scheme,
which allows us to infer gene regulatory networks from multiple sources of gene expression data more accurately. We illustrate and test this method on a set of synthetic
data, using three different measures to quantify the network reconstruction accuracy.
The main application of our method is related to the problem of circadian regulation
in plants, where we aim to reconstruct the regulatory networks of nine circadian genes
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in Arabidopsis thaliana from four gene expression time series obtained under different
experimental conditions.
Keywords Gene regulatory networks · reverse engineering · dynamic Bayesian
networks · data integration · information sharing · Arabidopsis thaliana · circadian
regulation

1 Introduction
Reconstructing gene regulatory networks is a problem of great importance in plant
biology. Rapid development of sequencing and computer technology has lead to the
complete sequencing and annotation of many important model organisms. In order to
understand the functioning of an organism, the next major step is to identify which
genes are expressed, in which conditions and to what extent. As gene expression is
a complex process regulated at several stages in the synthesis of proteins, the identification of genes whose products function together in the cell is a major task of
post-genomic approaches. Genes that encode transcription factors, signalling proteins
and proteins involved in the phosphorylation of other proteins can all have an effect on
gene expression, and hence on the expression levels of other genes. A gene regulatory
network is the graphical abstract representation of these interactions.
There is no physical interaction between the DNA molecules of the genes in a
regulatory network; rather, the genes interact via the proteins they encode. In this
paper, we say that two genes interact if the level of expressed mRNA of one gene
depends on the level of expressed mRNA of the other via one of these mechanisms. For
example, activation or inhibition via a transcription factor would have this effect. If we
can understand the interactions among genes, then we can predict the effect that, for
example, silencing a gene will have on other genes.
Knowing the gene regulatory networks gives us a deeper understanding of the working of plants at the molecular level and allows us to identify likely targets for genetic
modifications. It also enables us to elicit gene functions by clustering the network
into functional modules and looking at annotations for related genes. For instance, in
Mochida et al (2011), the barley gene network was reconstructed by looking at coexpression of genes, which enabled the identification of functional modules for stress
response and cell biogenesis, as well as finding modules that are specific to the Triticeae tribe, which contains domesticated crops such as rye, barley and wheat. A lot of
research has centred on gene networks in Arabidopsis (Aoki et al, 2007; Ma et al, 2007;
Morohashi and Grotewold, 2009), especially using the ATTED co-expression database
(Obayashi et al, 2006; Okazaki et al, 2009). This research has translated to important
crops such as barley (Sreenivasulu et al, 2008) and rice (Hamada et al, 2011; Jiao et al,
2009).
While many gene interactions can be elicited via experimental techniques such as
DNA-level knockouts, or by extrapolating from the protein interactions found using
yeast 2-hybrid, these methods are time-consuming and hampered by difficulties: yeast
2-hybrid experiments are noisy, while knockouts only look at one gene at a time. This
means that traditional gene-by-gene approaches are not always sufficient. By analyzing
the mRNA expression values obtained simultaneously for all genes from microarray
experiments, we are able to point out possible transcriptional regulation in a gene
regulatory network.
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Early approaches to the analysis of microarray data focused mainly on correlations
(Butte and Kohane, 2000; Moriyama et al, 2003). However, two genes that interact
indirectly via a third gene will have a high correlation coefficient, despite the absence
of any direct interaction. More sophisticated approaches use partial correlation coefficients (Schäfer and Strimmer, 2005) (which calculate the correlation between two genes
conditional on all other genes) or sparse regression (Rogers and Girolami, 2005; van
Someren et al, 2006).
In this paper, we apply dynamic Bayesian networks (DBNs), a probabilistic graphical model, to this problem. DBNs were first introduced for the analysis of gene expression time series by Friedman et al (1998) and Murphy and Mian (1999). DBNs
can handle indirect interactions between genes by modeling conditional independence
of nodes explicitly. Their probabilistic nature also allows them to capture the inherent
uncertainty about which interactions are important. This uncertainty is not only a
consequence of measurement errors during the microarray experiment. Transcription
is not an on/off process; the presence of a transcription factor does not guarantee that
transcription will take place. For example, the folding of the DNA may block access
to the transcription factor binding site. Even if transcription is initiated, the process
could be aborted, or result in an erroneous mRNA string which cannot be translated
to a functional protein.
In the next section, we will present the model and explain how we can infer the
structure of the gene regulatory network from gene expression data. We will also describe an extension of the model that can improve the inference if we are integrating
data from different sources (e.g. from different labs or cell lines). We will then apply
the methods to simulated data from a simple regression model, and to microarray data
from Arabidopsis.

2 Materials and Methods
2.1 Dynamic Bayesian Network Model
As described in the previous section, our goal is to present a method that can:
– Infer gene interaction networks from gene expression data.
– Deal with uncertainty arising from measurement noise or intrinsic fluctuations.
– Share information between networks inferred from different datasets.
In this section we will describe the framework for dynamic Bayesian networks, and
show how we can achieve all of these goals.
Framework To understand dynamic Bayesian networks, it is useful to first look at the
more general framework of Bayesian networks. Bayesian networks are a probabilistic
model for the joint distribution of a set of random variables: In our case, the genes, as
represented by their gene expression values.
Let us say that we are looking at three genes involved in the circadian clock in
Arabidopsis thaliana (the system that we are going to investigate in Section 3.2). Fig.
1 shows the putative network where CCA1 regulates TOC1 and PRR3. The directed
interaction from gene CCA1 to gene TOC1 means that the expression level of TOC1
(the child) directly depends on the expression level of gene CCA1 (the parent). For
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Fig. 1: Illustrative Example: Sub-network of the Arabidopsis circadian clock gene regulatory
network. Gene CCA1, which is active in the morning, regulates the evening genes TOC1 and
PRR3.

example, CCA1 could be a crucial transcription factor of TOC1. If there is no interaction between two genes, then their expression levels are independent given their
parents. For example, the expression levels of TOC1 and PRR3 might be correlated or
anti-correlated because they depend on the same transcription factor CCA1. However,
conditional on the observation of the expression values of CCA1 (and any other common regulators), the expression levels of TOC1 and PRR3 are no longer dependent:
the nature of their apparent correlation has been explained away by the regulator.
This example illustrates the practical benefit of BNs as a tool for representing direct
regulations (CCA1 → TOC1, CCA1 → PRR3 ), and distinguishing them from indirect
ones (TOC1 9 PRR3 ).
A Bayesian network is defined by the joint probability distribution:
P (X1 , ..., XN ) =

N
Y

P (Xi |τi )

(1)

i=1

where each Xi is the expression value of one of the N genes in the network, and
τi ⊆ {X1 , ..., XN } denotes the set of parents of gene i1 . Hence, a Bayesian network
decomposes the joint probability of the expression values of all the genes in the network into the probability of the expression value of each gene, given its regulators.
So the joint distribution of our example network in Fig. 1 would be expressed as
P (CCA1, T OC1, P RR3) = P (CCA1)P (T OC1|CCA1)P (P RR3|CCA1), allowing us
to consider the conditional probability of each gene and its regulators separately.
The directed graph associated with this Bayesian network representation of the joint
probability P (X1 , ..., XN ) is a graph like Fig. 1, where the nodes are the genes Xi and
where an interaction is drawn from each parent to its child in the conditional probability
of equation (1). One important theoretical condition that needs to be satisfied is that
there can be no directed cycles in a Bayesian network. So if CCA1 regulates TOC1 and
TOC1 regulates other genes, then none of these genes can in turn regulate CCA1. A BN
1 For brevity, we will sometimes refer to X simply as a gene, even though strictly speaking
i
it is the expression value of a gene.
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Fig. 2: Structure of a dynamic Bayesian network. The static representation shows the regulatory interactions between genes, while the dynamic representation shows the interactions
over time, where X(t) represents the gene expression measurement of gene X at time t, and so
on. Three genes are included in the network, and three time steps are shown in the dynamic
representation.

is entirely defined by a directed acyclic graph (DAG) and the conditional probability
of each node given its parents in the DAG (see e.g. Friedman et al (2000) for more
details).
We are interested in learning the causal relationships between the interacting genes;
e.g. the presence of transcription factor CCA1 may inhibit the expression of TOC1.
While a causal network of gene interactions would form a valid Bayesian network,
the inverse relation may not hold: If we learn a network from the data, then the
network we obtain does not necessarily represent the correct causal relationships. One
reason could be the absence of a key regulator gene from the dataset: If measurements
of CCA1 are absent from the network in Fig. 1, then we may infer that there is a
dependence between TOC1 and PRR3, without being aware that it is the consequence
of a common regulator. Even under the assumption of complete observation, finding
causal relationships may be impeded by the fact that certain networks are equivalent. A
simple example is two conditionally dependent genes, A and B, where the two networks
A → B and A ← B are equivalent. We can break these symmetries and determine the
true causal relationships by using time series data. If gene A is always active before
gene B becomes active, then A → B is likely to be the correct causal relationship.
To deal with dynamic (time series) data, we use the framework of dynamic Bayesian
networks (DBNs).
Dynamic Bayesian networks are based on the same principles as general Bayesian
networks, but the genes in the network are organised in a special way. We assume
that the network is subdivided into a sequence of time steps, each containing the same
number of genes. The only connections that are allowed are those going from a gene
in step t to a gene in step t + 1, and we assume that the connections are homogeneous
in time, meaning that the connections are the same between any two steps.
Dynamic Bayesian networks are well-suited for analysing time series data. Each
time step will be a measurement in the time series, and interactions among genes link
one time step to the next. This represents the fact that a change in the expression
level of gene A will only show an effect on the expression level of interacting gene B
after some time has elapsed. A consequence of introducing a time delay is that unlike
general Bayesian networks, DBNs allow us to represent cycles. For example, in Fig. 2,
the interaction between X(t) and X(t+1) corresponds to a self-loop on X (X regulating
itself). X → Y → Z → X represents another regulatory cycle in the network.
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Inference Inference aims to determine the structure of the dynamic Bayesian network
directly from the data. As DBNs are a probabilistic framework, which allows for modelling uncertainty, we could do this by finding the model (or network) M with the
highest probability given the data D, i.e. the network that maximises P (M |D). However, it is usually preferable to look at the whole distribution of P (M |D), because by
restricting ourselves to the single ’best’ network, we may neglect some interactions that
occur less frequently, but still with regularity (for example, as a consequence of alternative pathways). To sample from the distribution, we use a process called Markov Chain
Monte Carlo (MCMC), which creates a Markov chain of samples that is guaranteed
to converge to a sample from the true distribution asymptotically. For more information on MCMC, see Madigan and York (1995); MacKay (1998). Once we have enough
samples from P (M |D), we can construct a network by looking at the proportion of
occurrences of each interaction in the samples and retaining the interactions that are
most likely.
To sample from P (M |D) using MCMC, we need to be able to calculate a function
proportional to P (M |D) for any given network M . Bayes’ rule allows us to express the
posterior P (M |D) using the likelihood of the data P (D|M ) and the prior probability
of the network P (M ) as follows:
P (M |D) ∝ P (D|M )P (M )

(2)

The prior P (M ) denotes the probability of the network before we have observed
any data, and the likelihood P (D|M ) denotes how likely the data is given the model.
The posterior P (M |D) denotes the probability of the model after taking the observed
data into account, by combining the likelihood and the prior.
The particular DBN model that we will consider here is based on Lèbre et al (2010)
and assumes that the value xi (t) of each variable at time t is calculated as a weighted
sum of the values of all variables at time t − 1 (plus some noise). This is called a linear
regression:
N
X
{wij xj (t − 1)} + ǫi (t)
(3)
xi (t) =
j=1

where wij is the weight given to the interaction between gene j and gene i if j is a
parent of i in the current network and 0 otherwise. ǫi (t) denotes the value of a random
variable drawn from N (0, σi2 ). This represents random Gaussian noise with variance
σi2 , that will capture non-systematic measurement errors. The likelihood of observation
xi for gene i can then be expressed as:
P (xi |M, ψ) = (2π(σi )2 )−T /2 exp{−

1
(xi − x̂i )t (xi − x̂i )}
2(σi )2

(4)

where T is the length of the time series, xˆi is the estimated value of xi using the
regression model in (3) and M describes the network structure: The set of si parents
τi for each gene i in the network. ψ describes the parameters of the regression model:
the weights wij for the interactions between node i and its parents, and the noise level
σi . Using the rules of probability, the prior P (M, ψ) can be written as:
P (M, ψ) = P (M )P (ψ|M )

(5)

For more details, see Lèbre et al (2010). Lèbre et al. showed that it is possible to
integrate out the regression parameters in ψ and obtain a closed-form solution that only
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depends on the network structure. This means that one does not have to worry about
inferring the values of wi = (wij )1≤j≤N and σi when inferring the other parameters.
Information Sharing So far, we have described how to infer a DBN from a single monolithic dataset. But what about the situation where we have different datasets reflecting different experimental conditions? Two possible approaches immediately suggest
themselves: Either combine them into one dataset, ignoring their inherent differences,
or learn separate networks for each dataset (and possibly use a majority voting scheme
to combine them into one network).
The first approach is obviously sub-optimal, since it ignores the possibly detrimental
effect of mixing more noisy datasets with less noisy ones. The second approach is
preferable, but has the disadvantage that we are not using the whole of the available
data for inferring the individual networks.
A better solution is to modify the second approach by introducing information
sharing between the K individual networks, each network corresponding to a dataset
obtained under specific conditions. This can be done most efficiently by assuming that
the interactions are independent and the indicator variables for each interaction en
ik
between genes i and k in network n follow a Bernoulli distribution with parameter θik ,
so that:
n

n

eik
P (en
(1 − θik )1−eik
ik |θik ) = (θik )

(6)

en
ik .

which gives the probability of observing edge
ñ
We can obtain an expression for P (en
ik |{eik }ñ6=n ), the probability of eik in network
n given the state of that interaction in all other networks ñ with ñ 6= n, by integrating
out θik :
Z
ñ
ñ
P (en
P (en
(7)
ik |{eik }ñ6=n ) =
ik |θik )P (θik |{eik }ñ6=n )dθik
where the rules of probability give that:
ñ
P (θik |{eñ
ik }ñ6=n ) ∝ P ({eik }ñ6=n |θik )P (θik )

(8)

We now need to define P ({eñ
ik }ñ6=n |θik ), that is to say, the probability of interaction eik in all networks except n. Note the difference between P ({eñ
ik }ñ6=n |θik ) and
P (θik |{eñ
}
).
The
first
describes
the
probability
of
interaction
e
given a known
ñ6
=
n
ik
ik
parameter θik ; the second describes the probability of parameter θik given the state of
interaction eik in all networks except n.
n
Let us define Bik
as the number of networks (different from n) where edge eik
n is the number of networks where e
is present, and Bik
ik is absent. Because we have
n
n = K − 1. By
excluded network n, if we are learning K networks, then Bik
+ Bik
assuming that the edges are independent, and using equation (6), we get a binomial
distribution:
Bn

n

Bik
ik
P ({eñ
ik }ñ6=n |θik ) = θik (1 − θik )

(9)

As for P (θik ), the standard prior distribution for the parameter of a binomial
distribution is the beta distribution. This is the conjugate prior of the binomial distribution, which means that if P (θik ) is a beta distribution with parameters αik and
n
αik , P (θik |{eñ
ik }ñ6=n ) will also be a beta distribution with parameters Bik + αik and
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n + α . By inserting (6) and (8) into (7) (and doing some simplifications), we can
Bik
ik
work out that:
ñ
P (en
ik = 1|{eik }ñ6=n ) =
ñ
P (en
ik = 0|{eik }ñ6=n ) =

αik

n
αik + Bik
n
n
+ Bik + αik + Bik

(10)

n
αik + Bik

(11)
n + α + Bn
αik + Bik
ik
ik
We then simply replace the prior on the network structures P (M ) in equation (5),
thus providing a way of sharing information between the networks learned from the
different datasets. This approach is based on Ferrazzi et al (2008).
2.2 Simulation Model
In order to determine the suitability of the dynamic Bayesian network model, we want
to compare the interactions that we infer from the data to the actual network of gene
interactions. However, in most cases the true network will not be completely known.
For this reason, we have implemented a simulation model to generate synthetic data
from a known network.
The simulation model produces a time series of data points, each of which represents
the normalised expression values of a gene. We start with a network M with the number
of parents for each node drawn from a sparse Poisson prior (to keep the number of
interactions low). Each directed interaction from gene A (the parent) to gene B (the
child) has a weight that measures how much gene A will influence gene B. To ensure
that the expression values stay at equilibrium, we test if the absolute value of all
eigenvalues of the matrix of weights is less than 1, and remove interactions randomly
until this condition is satisfied. The value xi (t) of each variable at time t is calculated
using a linear regression, as in equation (3).
To simulate measurements under different experimental conditions, we applied two
strategies: Changing the standard deviation σi of the noise in the regression in order
to reflect the fact that the measurement noise may vary across time, and using a modified network that introduces a small number of changes with respect to the originally
generated network (adding and removing interactions), reflecting the assumption that
not all pathways are active all of the time. Fig. 3 shows an example network with four
nodes and the modified networks that have been generated from it.
For our experiments, we generated two kinds of datasets: One with long time series
to test how well our methods can reconstruct the network when a lot of data is available,
and one which replicates the Arabidopsis data, to see how the performance changes
when there are fewer observations available. For the long time series, we generated
networks with 10 genes and time series with 50 time steps. We generated 10 different
datasets under two conditions: In the first case we did not modify the original network
structure, while in the second case, we introduced an average of two changes for the
modified networks. We changed the noise level for each network; we used σ = 1 as the
starting value and added a value in the range [−0.5, 0.5], drawn from a uniform random
distribution. For the Arabidopsis-like time series, we generated networks with 9 genes
and time series with 13 time steps. We generated 4 different datasets under the same
two conditions as before, and used the same procedure to vary the noise levels. Table
2 describes which datasets were used for the network reconstruction simulation study
in Section 3.1.
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Original Network
1

2

3

4

1

2

1

2

3

4

3

4

Modification 1

Modification 2

Fig. 3: Simulation model process: The original network is modified to obtain two new networks,
each with a different change with respect to the original network.

2.3 Arabidopsis Data
Plants assimilate carbon via photosynthesis during the day, but have a negative carbon
balance at night. They buffer these daily alternations in their carbon budget by storing
some of the assimilated carbon as starch in their leaves in the light, and utilising it
as a carbon supply during the night. In order to synchronize these processes with the
external 24 hour photo period, plants possess a circadian clock that can potentially
provide predictive, temporal regulation of metabolic processes over the day/night cycle.
The proper working of this circadian regulation is paramount to biomass production
and growth, and considerable research efforts are therefore underway to elucidate its
underlying molecular mechanism. In the present article, we aim to reconstruct the
regulatory network of nine circadian genes in the model plant Arabidopsis thaliana.
Our analysis is based on four independent gene expression profiling experiments described in Mockler et al (2007), Edwards et al (2006) and Grzegorczyk et al (2008). In
these studies, wild-type Col-0 seedlings of Arabidopsis thaliana were grown for 7 days
under artificially controlled light-dark cycles. On the 8th day the seedlings were placed
in constant light. ¿From these seedlings, RNA was extracted and assayed on Affymetrix
GeneChip oligonucleotide arrays at regular time intervals. The data were backgroundcorrected and normalised according to standard procedures, using the GeneSpring software (Agilent Technologies). The experiments were carried out at different laboratories
and under different pre-experiment entrainment conditions and for different time intervals of measurements. An overview is provided in Table 1. Table 2 describes how
the datasets were used for the network reconstruction study in Section 3.2.
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Time points
Time point interval
Pretreatment
entrainment
Measurement
conditions
Laboratory

Mockler
et al.(2007)

Edwards
et al. (2006)

Grzegorcyk
et al. (2008)
Data 1

Grzegorcyk
et al. (2008)
Data 2

12
4h
12h-light
12h-dark
cycle
Constant
light
Kay Lab

13
4h
12h-light
12h-dark
cycle
Constant
light
Millar Lab

13
2h
10h-light
10h-dark
cycle
Constant
light
Millar Lab

13
2h
14h-light
14h-dark
cycle
Constant
light
Millar Lab

Table 1: Overview of the gene expression profiling experiments for Arabidopsis thaliana.
Measurements were started after 7 days of growth of the seedlings and were repeated every 2
or 4 hours, depending on the dataset, for up to two days. Pretreatment entrainment specifies
the light conditions before measurements were taken.
Figure
4(left)
4(right)
5(left)

Type
Simulated
Simulated
Simulated

Datasets
10
4
10

Genes
10
9
10

Samples
50
13
50

5(right)

Simulated

4

9

13

6

Simulated

4

9

13

7

Arabidopsis

4

9

12-13

8

Arabidopsis

4

9

12-13

9

Arabidopsis

4

9

13

10

Arabidopsis

4

9

12-13

Notes
Same Network Structure
Same Network Structure
10%
Network
Structure
Changes
10%
Network
Structure
Changes
0-20%
Network
Structure
Changes
Reconstruction without information sharing
Reconstruction with information sharing
Comparison
of
confidence
scores of interactions for the
two Grzegorcyk et al. (2008)
datasets with and without
information sharing
Comparison of agreement of reconstructed networks with and
without information sharing

Table 2: Overview of datasets used for the reconstruction of simulated and real gene regulatory
networks in Section 3. For each figure we give the type of the data (simulated or real), the
number of datasets (time series) that were used for the network reconstruction, the number
of genes and samples (measurements) in each time series, and any other details of interest.
Note that for the reconstructions of Arabidopsis gene networks, we used all four datasets from
Table 1 unless otherwise specified.
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3 Results
3.1 Recovering Simulated Networks
Setup We used the simulation model presented in Section 2.2 to generate time series
from an underlying network under two different conditions:
1. All time series are generated using the structure of the underlying network, but
varying the interaction weights and noise level.
2. Each time series is generated from a different network where we introduce a small
number of changes (10%) with respect to the structure of the underlying network.
We also vary the interaction weights and noise level.
The second condition should provide a more difficult inference problem than the
first one, since there is less scope for information sharing. For both cases, we generate
ten independent datasets, each with a different underlying network, to allow us to carry
out paired t-tests for significance.
Results We used three measures to evaluate the performance of our methods: The
area under the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve, which plots the true
positive rate versus the false positive rate, the area under the precision-recall (PR)
curve, which plots precision (fraction of true positives out of detected interactions)
versus recall (fraction of true positives out of actual interactions; another name for the
true positive rate) and the true positive rate at a false positive rate of 5% (TPFP5).
We obtain the curves for the first two scores by varying a threshold on the marginal
posterior probability of the interactions, and by only keeping those interactions that
lie above the threshold at each point. The ROC curve will always be increasing from
(0,0) to (1,1), while the precision-recall curve does not have to follow such a clear
trend (although precision will generally decrease as recall increases). Taking the area
under the curve allows us to reduce the curve to one number that indicates the overall
performance2 . A perfect score for all three methods is a score of 1, which means that
we always retrieve all of the true positives, and don’t retrieve any false positives at the
highest threshold.
These measures are interesting for different reasons: The ROC curve describes the
overall performance of the network reconstruction method over positives and negatives,
while the precision-recall curve is of practical interest because it does not include the
true negatives, and hence focuses on how well the true edges are reconstructed. The
TPFP5 score gives the fraction of true edges that we could expect to retrieve at a
reasonable fraction of false positives.
Looking at the comparison in Figs. 4-5, it is clear that the information sharing
model outperforms the DBN approach without information sharing. In every case,
there is a significant improvement in the score when we apply information sharing.
The improvement is most drastic when the underlying network structure is unchanged
(Fig. 4). Applying small changes to the network structure for each new simulated
time-series (Fig. 5) leads to a smaller, but still significant improvement.
The relative performance between the model with and without information sharing
is similar whether we use long time series (left column in Figs. 4-5) or time series that
2 In order to calculate the area, we need to interpolate to find additional points of the curve.
For the ROC curve, this is a straightforward linear interpolation, while for the precision-recall
curve, we follow Davis and Goadrich (2006).
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Fig. 4: Same Structures: Comparison of network reconstruction performance using the DBN
model with and without information sharing. Left Column: For each underlying network, we
generated 10 time-series of length 50 without changing the network structures. Right Column:
For each underlying network, we generated 4 time-series of length 13 without changing the
network structures. Top Row: Area under the ROC curve score. Middle Row: Area under the
precision-recall curve. Bottom Row: True positive rate at 5% false positives. In each case, a
score of 1 denotes perfect reconstruction of the network. Points with the same symbol are the
scores of networks reconstructed from different time series associated with a single underlying
network.
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Fig. 5: Different Structures: Comparison of network reconstruction performance using the
DBN model with and without information sharing. Left Column: For each underlying network,
we generated 10 time-series of length 50, changing about 10% of the network structure each
time. Right Column: For each underlying network, we generated 4 time-series of length 13,
changing about 10% of the network structure each time. Top Row: Area under the ROC curve
score. Middle Row: Area under the precision-recall curve. Bottom Row: True positive rate at
5% false positives. In each case, a score of 1 denotes perfect reconstruction of the network.
Points with the same symbol are the scores of networks reconstructed from different time series
associated with a single underlying network.
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have the same length as the Arabidopsis data (right column). The improvement is larger
for longer time series, however, most likely due to there being more datasets available
that can benefit from the information sharing (10 rather than 4). In absolute terms,
the performance increases when the time series are longer, which is reasonable because
it means that more data is available. Nevertheless, the performance with simulated
time series of the same length as the Arabidopsis data is still reasonable, and there is a
definite increase in the accuracy of the reconstructed networks when using information
sharing. This is an encouraging finding, which motivates the application of our method
to the Arabidopsis gene expression time series. Note that for the latter, an objective
evaluation is not feasible owing to the lack of a proper gold standard.
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Fig. 6: Influence of the Number of Changes: We vary the number of changes applied to
each network from 0% to 20%. Network reconstruction performance is measured using the area
under the ROC curve (AUROC) score, Area under the precision-recall curve (AUPRC) score,
and the true positive rate at 5% false positives (TPFP5).The boxplots show the difference of
the network reconstruction scores with information sharing to those without; larger differences
indicate better performance of information sharing, 0 means they perform equally well. The
horizontal bar of each boxplot shows the median, the box margins show the 25th and 75th
percentiles, the whiskers indicate data within 2 times the interquartile range, and circles are
outliers.

We notice that overall the PR scores are less impressive than the ROC scores.
This is a consequence of the sparseness in the model; we have more non-interactions
than interactions in the simulated network, and our DBN model favours fewer inter-
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actions, which means that we are more likely to detect true negatives correctly. This
improves the false positive rate, but has no effect on the precision, meaning that the
PR curve is not going to reflect this. This makes the PR curve (and the TPFP5 score)
a better measure if we are more interested in the retrieved interactions than in the
non-interactions. The trend is the same, however, in that the improvement when using
information sharing is smaller (but still significant) when we apply small changes to
the underlying network before simulating the data.
Further simulations, where we increased the noise levels to σ = 2 and doubled
the number of changes in the network structure, showed that the benefit obtained
through information sharing is robust to noise, but does not persist when the number
of changes becomes too large, as could be expected. It is reasonable to ask how much
of a topology disturbance we can have while still getting a significant improvement
with information sharing. Fig. 6 plots the difference in network reconstruction scores
between no information sharing and information sharing as the number of changes
varies between 0% of the network and 20%. Note that the sparseness of gene regulatory
networks means that 20% of the network represents a sizeable portion of the gene
interactions. For example, if the original network has 10 genes, then 20% represents 20
interactions that change, so on average each gene will change two of its regulators. The
crossover point where information sharing no longer gives a significant improvement
seems to be around 15% of the network changing.

3.2 Arabidopsis
We applied DBNs to the Arabidopsis data described in Section 2.3. Fig. 7 shows the
results when we did not use the information sharing approach, so that each network
was only inferred from one dataset. To determine which interactions were relevant, we
put a threshold on the marginal posterior probability of the interaction (the fraction
of this interaction being present in the sampled networks).
We can observe a couple of effects of neglecting to use information sharing. First of
all, the connectivity of the inferred networks varied widely between the four datasets. In
fact, the network reconstructed from the Mockler et al. dataset had so few interactions
with high posterior probability that we had to lower the threshold to obtain a network
with a similar number of interactions compared to the other networks. Another effect
is that some genes, such as LHY, vary from being regulated by just one or two genes
(Fig. 7a-7c) to being regulated by no less than 5 genes (Fig. 7d).
Fig. 8 shows the networks obtained when using the information sharing approach.
The first thing to note is that the information sharing has a regularising effect on
the network density, which allowed us to apply the same threshold to all four inferred
networks. Overall, the sampled networks have fewer interactions, due to the penalising
effect of the information sharing prior described in Section 2.1. This made it much
easier to find an appropriate threshold on the posterior probability of the interactions.
Compared to the networks in Fig. 7, we notice that there is less variation in the
connectivity, although the first network is still sparser. Also, the variation in the number
of regulators for LHY is no longer as drastic as in Fig. 7.
These networks reveal several gene interactions that can be found in the literature.
For instance McClung (2006) shows CCA1 and LHY, two genes that are active in the
morning, as central regulators of genes that are active in the evening, such as PRR9,
TOC1 and ELF3. We recover these interactions in most (though not all) datasets. In
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(a) Mockler et al. Dataset Network

(b) Edwards et al. Dataset Network
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(c) Grzegorczyk et al. Dataset 1 Network

ELF3

(d) Grzegorczyk et al. Dataset 2 Network

Fig. 7: Networks reconstructed from the four datasets, without information sharing (though
with common hyperparameters and initialisation). Only interactions that were present in more
than 35% of the sampled networks have been selected (except for the Mockler et al. dataset,
where the sampled networks were sparse, and we lowered the threshold to 25% of the sampled
networks). Interactions that were found in all datasets are marked in bold.

addition, it seems that LHY regulates CCA1 ; this interaction was discovered consistently in all datasets using our information sharing method.
Conversely, some of the evening genes are known or suspected to activate the morning genes. We discovered consistent interactions which identified GI (an evening gene)
as a regulator of CCA1 and LHY. In addition, we also found that GI regulates TOC1,
an interaction which seems likely given results in Locke et al (2005). One interesting
interaction that we found consistently was the regulation of GI by PRR9 ; McClung
(2006) depicts PRR9 as regulating CCA1 and LHY directly, while our model seems
to favour an indirect regulation via GI. Using the information sharing model helps us
to identify these interactions more consistently, as comparing Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 shows:
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Fig. 8: Networks reconstructed from the four datasets, using the information sharing method
described in Section 2.1. In all networks, only interactions that were present in more than
15% of the sampled networks have been selected. Interactions that were found in all datasets
are marked in bold. The lower threshold compared to Fig. 7 can be explained by considering
the information sharing as a penalisation factor. Even very strong edges will be penalised if
they only occur in one or two of the four segments. This makes the procedure more selective
and allows us to point out a restricted subset of interactions, i.e. interactions which are strong
enough to be found in the data after penalisation.

Although one can find all of the interactions listed above in at least one of the networks
in Fig. 7, they are found much more consistently across networks in Fig. 8.
We can also investigate the effect of information sharing more directly, by comparing whether the similarity of the marginal posterior probabilities of the gene interactions inferred from different datasets increases when we introduce information
sharing. Fig. 9 shows scatterplots comparing the posterior probabilities obtained from
Grzegorczyk et al. Dataset 1 and Grzegorczyk et al. Dataset 2. Originally, the posterior
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Fig. 9: Comparison of the marginal posterior probabilities of the gene interactions inferred
from Grzegorczyk et al. Dataset 1 and Grzegorczyk et al. Dataset 2. (a) Without information
sharing, (b) with information sharing. Correlation coefficients were calculated using Spearman
rank correlation.

Table 3: Spearman rank correlations between the posterior probabilities for the gene interactions that were inferred for each dataset.
Dataset
Mockler
Edwards
Grzegorczyk 1
Grzegorczyk 2

Mockler
1
0.42
0.39
0.39

Edwards
0.42
1
0.33
0.40

Grzegorczyk 1
0.39
0.33
1
0.54

Grzegorczyk 2
0.39
0.40
0.54
1

(a) No Information Sharing
Dataset
Mockler
Edwards
Grzegorczyk 1
Grzegorczyk 2

Mockler
1
0.79
0.72
0.69

Edwards
0.79
1
0.74
0.73

Grzegorczyk 1
0.72
0.74
1
0.86

(b) Information Sharing

Grzegorczyk 2
0.69
0.73
0.86
1

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2

No Information Sharing
Information Sharing

0.0
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1.0
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Fig. 10: Agreement between the networks inferred from the four datasets, plotted as the fraction
of coinciding interactions (including coinciding non-interactions) in all four networks as the
threshold on the posterior probability of the edges increases from 0 to 1. The solid line shows the
agreement without information sharing, and the dotted line shows agreement with information
sharing.

probabilities are quite scattered, with a Spearman rank correlation3 of only 0.54. Using
information sharing, the rank correlation increases to 0.86. For comparisons between
other pairs of datasets, the increase in rank correlation was even bigger, as Table 3
shows.
Fig. 10 shows how the fraction of interactions and non-interactions that coincide in
all four inferred networks changes as we increase the threshold on the posterior probabilities of the interactions from 0 to 1. For very low thresholds, all possible interactions
will be included, so that the networks all coincide, while for high thresholds, no interactions will be included, again resulting in perfect agreement. The interesting part of
the plot is the middle area, where we see that the agreement with information sharing
increases much faster than the agreement without information sharing.

4 Conclusions
To understand the processes of growth and biomass production in plants, we aim to
elucidate the structure of the underlying regulatory networks at the molecular level.
In the present paper, we have proposed and assessed a machine learning method based
on Bayesian networks, information sharing and Bayesian inference with Markov chain
Monte Carlo to reconstruct gene regulatory networks from gene expression time series
obtained under different experimental conditions.
We have discussed the concept of dynamic Bayesian networks for inferring gene
regulatory interactions from gene expression time series. Unlike deterministic methods,
3 Spearman rank correlation measures whether the order is similar, with values closer to 1
indicating probabilities that would produce the same ranking.
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DBNs allow us to quantify the inherent uncertainty due to measurement noise and alternative pathways, by calculating the posterior probability of the interactions. One
frequent problem in Systems Biology is the integration of data from different sources.
Simply pooling the data can have undesired effects, such as producing spurious interactions if one of the datasets is contaminated by noise. To solve this problem, we
have applied an information sharing method that can learn a gene network from each
dataset, but takes advantage of information from the other datasets by encouraging
interactions to be similar.
Using synthetic data, we have demonstrated that information sharing leads to a
significant increase in the accuracy of the reconstructed gene networks. The increase
was more pronounced when the underlying networks were exactly the same for each
dataset, but even networks with a small number of modifications (< 15%) were reconstructed more accurately under information sharing. This shows that our model is
robust and can infer commonalities between networks more accurately than a method
without information sharing.
Our application of the method to data from nine circadian clock genes in Arabidopsis has shown that it is possible to reconstruct known gene interactions. We discovered
interactions between morning and evening genes that were reported in McClung (2006),
as well as an interaction between GI and TOC1 that seems likely given the results
presented in Locke et al (2005). We also showed that the networks inferred using information sharing had more commonalities than those inferred without it, and were
generally more interpretable. Finding gene interaction networks in this manner can
help us find new interactions that can then be verified experimentally. For example, we
consistently discovered an interaction between PRR9 and GI that was not reported in
McClung (2006).
We note that while our approach infers separate networks for each dataset, we
are making the implicit assumption that the network structure never changes within
one dataset, i.e. over the course of a time series. This assumption of homogeneity of
the networks over time is not always appropriate; were we to consider longer time
series which encompass several phases in the development of Arabidopsis, or which
were measured in a changing environment, then it would be reasonable to assume that
different parts of the gene regulatory network would be active at different times. If the
timing of these events is unknown, then one would have to switch to a model that can
infer when significant changes happen (e.g. Lèbre et al, 2010; Husmeier et al, 2010;
Robinson and Hartemink, 2010) to reconstruct the changing networks.
In our specific scenario, all time series only covered up to two days within one stage
in the development of Arabidopsis thaliana (immediately after the appearance of the
first leaves) at constant light conditions, so the time-homogeneity assumption is likely
to be a good approximation. In general, the approach presented in this paper is appropriate for data that can be split into separate datasets with time series measurements
of gene expression where the time-homogeneity assumption holds, but heterogeneity is
introduced through different experimental conditions or different treatments for each
dataset. Figure 6 gives an indication of how much divergence from a common network structure is allowed for information sharing to give a significant improvement in
network reconstruction performance.
Our method could be further extended, for example by implementing an information sharing scheme based on a latent network that represents the commonalities
between the inferred network, as was done in Werhli and Husmeier (2008). One could
also consider using prior biological information about gene interactions in the model
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(such as in Werhli and Husmeier (2007)), which may help identify new, previously
unknown interactions.
There is great potential for probabilistic models, such as dynamic Bayesian networks, to help biological research by identifying plausible gene interactions and thus
providing a tool for hypothesis generation. The interplay between modelling and experiments is vital; experimental data will inform the modelling, which in turn can prompt
follow-up experiments. Future research is likely to make heavy use of network reconstruction and information sharing methods such as the ones we have described in this
paper.
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